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Happy New Year!
A warm welcome to all the new members, PVG would like to take
you through the special moments best shared amongst parents
and the girls in 2016.
In the second semester of July, Library week started with each
child receiving a Dare to Read booklet with 18 challenges which
entitled them the redemption of tokens upon completion of the
challenges. Four dedicated parent volunteers were on duty on
each of the 5 days to man the booth during the 4 recesses. They
set up booths in the lower canteen for pupils who have

completed the missions to redeem their tokens.
11 to 15 July - Library week
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22 July – Racial Harmony Day
A special collaboration with RGPS Alumni this year, the ideation
for the celebration was based on a fairly different approach unlike
the past few years.
As we all know, the culture of Singapore is the combination of
Asian and European cultures. Our country has a diverse
populace made up of Chinese, Malays, Indians, and Eurasians
(plus other mixed groups) and Asians of different origins. Thus we
are glad to welcome many warm hearted parents of Japanese,
French, Polish, Thai and Russian descent to showcase their
culture to all of us.
A little of what goes on behind the scenes…
Treading on an empty space of about 1500 square feet, our
parent volunteers had converted it into an exhibition center. They
spent months setting out the objective of sourcing for cultural
objects and costumes.
Besides the involvement of the parent volunteers, a few of our
junior alumni came to help us with the decorations. The creativity
in them focused on stimulating the visual and tactile processes,
thereby increasing curiosity while exploring.

Junior Alumni in the midst of
making a support to hold the
puppet lion. A brilliant idea
using recycled cardboard and
tape, to secure the puppets
and strings to a window pane.
For the inquisitive, they can
play with the puppet lions by
pulling the strings to make it
dance. We are proud of you,
junior alumni!

Traditional Chinese wedding items for a Teochew family.

Preparing labels of over 100
different items most commonly
seen, used and eaten during
the 60s to 80s in Singapore.
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Light weight styrofoam letters
form the words “racial
harmony’’.

All of us are first time dancers! Sree, a professional dance
instructress conducted a day of training for our parent
volunteers.

( LEFT)Many thanks to
Sree(second from right) for
choreographing the Chinese,
Malay and Bollywood dance
moves!
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The illustration of tasty snacks of the 70’s from the Malay,
Chinese and Indian communities in the form of post cards drawn
by a local artist.
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Favorite Indian snacks and
sweets for desserts.

Délicieux snacks of France!

A variety of popular Malay snacks in Singapore.

A typical Chinese Teochew Tea time kuehs comprising the
dumpling, soon kueh, rice kueh and the colourful cupcakes made
from rice flour.

Japanese treats! A good 2.5
hours donning on a traditional
kimono for the girls.
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Something must have caught their interest here… a very special
object from the Indian culture.
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Three classes streamed in each
time to enjoy the space to
explore and inquire about the
items used by the different
communities. Parent
volunteers were stationed at
every exhibit to explain and
introduce their culture to
inspire the girls to be proud of
a multi-racial Singapore!

Bollywood Dancing

A display of formal costumes of both traditional and modern
embroidered blouses, dresses and men’s wear worn on formal
occasions.
With the help of our teachers and parents, we managed to
showcase a nearly complete range of Indian, Malay, Chinese,
Thai, Dutch, Swedish, Korean and Russian culture.

P1-P3 classes rotate to view the
exhibits and get a total body
workout to all 3 types of dance!
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Exploring the French culture.
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Books, a traditional table cloth,
cutlery, Russian dolls and
collectible dolls for the Russian
culture.

An engaging fun time with the
girls!

Tick Tack Toe was modified to a thrilling treasure hunt game! A
list of traditional instruments, household items and lots more to
look for….
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12 August – PVG’s Outing to Prima Taste

(ABOVE) PVG 2016

Mouth-watering menu for the
cooking class.

A useful tip for a tasty chili crab dish:deep fry them lightly first!
Singapore Chili Crab
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Chef’s secret on achieving tender beef rendang…

Beef Rendang

Shop for your supplies! Replenish your favourite dish after the
cooking class.
Bye Prima Taste, back to
RGPS!
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27 August –
Family Science Club: Bubbly Bubbles Party at The Science
Center Singapore

What a successful huge bubble!

Outdoor fun time!

Exploring the science behind bubbles and discovering the secrets
to creating long and lasting bubbles.
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15 September - Mid-Autumn Festival Celebration

Chinese Tea Culture
Profoundly sound in tea culture, the girls were fortunate to learn
the art of making tea with skill with these ladies. They have
hand-picked the most suitable fragrant tea leaves for savouring
after demonstration.

Meihua preparing for the first
brew of Jasmine tea.

An introduction to the origin of Tea Culture, its properties, the
theraputic effects and the procedures for preparation were clearly
explained by Joanne.

PVs preparing a candle and a
paper lantern sealed in a pack
ready for an evening of lantern
carrying fun for the girls!

Floral tea leaves like Jasmine, widely known for its fragrant
aroma and soothing properties received a positive response after
the snacks the girls have had for recess.
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Mini Halal Mooncakes moulded into some famous cartoon
characters became delectable snacks for recess.
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Try your hand at moulding
mooncakes.

Solving Chinese riddles added further understanding to the
celebration of the Mid-Autumn Festival. It seemed a piece of cake
for the girls when they won the prizes with little difficulty!
Prize redemption for correct
answers to the Chinese riddles.
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Encouraged to carry traditional lanterns?

Exquisitely hand carved into
shapes of traditional lanterns
pre ordered from Hong Kong.
Most loved by all the girls! They were given a piece of paper
bearing the greeting of ‘ Happy Mid-Autumn Festival’ in Chinese
characters. With a flair for artistry, they arranged the sizes of the
lantern stamps in the most enthralling styles!
Courtesy of Lingrong.

Courtesy of Lia.
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16 September- A day of training as a facilitator for Children’s
Day trip for the P4 cohort at the Science Center Singapore
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Heat – Shrinking Plastic

Light – Dragon Puppet & coloured sheets inside a cardboard
roll

A paper cut out of a fabled fire-breathing dragon to be completed
by attaching strong flying wings to it and enhancing its flame
with transparent coloured sheets. Light, being the topic was cast
on the puppet to narrate a story.

The girls drew their favorite
animated characters on a
10cm rectangular plastic cover.
Peijun, our parent volunteer
assisted the girls during the
process of shrinking the plastic
cover in the oven. In split
seconds, it shrunk to the size
of a happy minion!

Several pieces of shiny coloured paper rolls were placed into the
cylinder shaped cardboard and sealed up next. An experiment on
how light travels.
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12 October - Tea Appreciation
It is customary that PVG beholds the importance of this occasion
to appreciate all parent volunteers’ utmost efforts and
commitment to our regular program. The school takes this
opportunity to express their thankfulness by presenting a
Certificate of Appreciation to the individual parent volunteer.

Parent Volunteers for CTC

Parent volunteer CDP

Coordinators for CTC on Wednesdays –Mrs Png with Kaishin and
Mr Lim with Yan Teng.
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Parent volunteer for CDP/Secretary
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Parent volunteers were treated
to a healthy yet palatable
spread of dishes like Caesar
Salad, Dim Sum and the
devilishly good Chicken Curry
that most would help
themselves to more!
The vegetarian bentos were
equally inviting for a non
vegetarian.
Desserts were distinctively
tasty to end the meal with.
Thank you Lia for the
scrumptious selection !

Parent volunteer for P6 Graduation committee.
The parent volunteers were presented with a gift from PVG as a
little token of acknowledgement for their generous contribution to
the school. Do mark on your calendar next year’s Tea
Appreciation day for parent volunteers of the regular programs.
We look forward to having all of you in October 2017!
Many thanks!
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24,25 & 26 October - Post PSLE-art appreciation by Art
outreach 1

An introduction to the artist.

A memorable experience of
sculpting on a piece of chalk.
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8 November – Lap Games

CDP’s tree of values is inculated in the programs and activities
forethought in character building. It was printed on these
colourful folders as a reminder to practise them at all times.
Courtesy of Wong Weiling.

CDP team led by Cheryl Ng, credits to her and the team for their
tireless and energetic selves serving an incredible support to
program! Bravo!!!
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19 November - Dads@RGPS
Co-organised with the Science Center Singapore for fathers and
daughters only.
A Dragonflies & Damselflies Workshop at the Eco-garden.

Fathers and daughters found
nymphs, apple snail eggs and
aquatic plants from the pond.
It was a pleasing sight to watch
several colourful dragonflies
and damselflies carefreely
flying around the pond. The
task of catching them with the
net was an onerous one.
Those who leaped into the air
swinging their nets like a
baseball bat were rewarded
with the insects.

Little Primary 1 girls washing off the mud from their shoes and
feet.

They were released with care
into a ventilated container
before placing them very gently
under a microscope for
observation.
As soon as the insects were
noted for the differences and
uniqueness they possessed,
they were set free.
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19 November - P6 Graduation Day 2016

Congratulations on your graduation! Welcome to the party, girls!

Assorted sushi rolls and maki.
Chilled sushi rolls served freshly.

A very kind and helpful parent volunteer helped to serve the girls.

Courtesy of Mrs Thamray.

Chocolatey brownies and
creamy cheesecakes. Yummy!
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17 December – Dads@RGPS: The Avengers S.T.A.T.I.O.N
Exhibition

Entrance to the exhibition.

Listening to Maria Hill for
instructions to start.

The mission begins…fathers and daughters attempting to the
challenging questions.

Endurance Test against
Captain America to see if you
are as strong as him.
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All about how the character
Thor became an Avenger.

Iron Man Simulation
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Interactive Hulk – the changes
to his brain reactions.
Ultimate combat to destroy Ultron!

Dads@RGPS wrapped up PVG’s activities for the year 2016. It has
been a fruitful year for us. Looking back at the past twelve
months, we take great joy and pride in a thriving community that
helps our pupils enjoy school to the fullest and benefit from the
exchanges of International culture.
The dawn of a new year, we hope to seek with greater zeal and
opportunities to revitalize our noblest aspirations and
enthusiasm in all aspects of our lives including volunteerism.
PVG wishes all members a blissful and loving time with your
loved ones and we look forward to seeing more of you in 2017!

Best Wishes,
RGPS PVG EXCO

Iron Man Meet & Greet session

